"Every day you may make progress. Every
step may be fruitful. Yet there will stretch out
before you an ever-lengthening, everascending, ever-improving path. You know you
will never get to the end of the journey. But
this, so far from discouraging, only adds to the
joy and glory of the climb."
Winston S. Churchill

Live Upcoming Webinar
Intro to The Iron Triangle: Quality,
Resources, and Time Constraints
Do you want it Good, Cheap, or Fast? Pick two. The socalled Project Management or Iron Triangle establishes
three sets of parameters for projects and enterprises.
The Triangle helps keep teams aligned and on track,
even while making decisions on...Continue reading →

Sunday, August 21, 2016
Pattern Research, Inc. presents:

Free Networking Open House

REGISTER NOW

New Career Paths
Change arrives in ways that are unexpected. A secretary become a
psychotherapist, a factory worker becomes an artist, a meteorologist
becomes a pathologist, a librarian becomes a minister, and a
geologist becomes a governor. Never assume your world will stay the
same. Prepare: Keep asking yourself "what if" as a start.

Rent a Recorded Webinar
Intro to Diagnosing and Fixing Technology
Has an entire generation forgotten how to analyze a
concrete problem, fix broken machines, adjust a recipe,
or create workarounds for damaged equipment? The
same principles apply to hardware, software,
peripherals, and the Cloud, as well as copiers, cameras,
lighting equipment, toasters...Continue reading →

Visit the Siera Calendar for 2016
Looking for a live webinar or in-person program on a
particular date? Curious what training topics and
formats are popular? Checking out where we are
going to be in coming months? The Siera calendar
provides information and inspiration for educators and
adult learners. Updated weekly...(See calendar)

Freelance Success Doesn't Require a
Projector - By Meredith Myers | June 24, 2016
Atention all librarians and conference planners: Do
not offer Pat Wagner a projector for her
presentations. She doesn’t want it, nor does she need
it. The woman can captivate a room for hours with
only the sound of her voice and...Continue reading→

Featured Library Topic
Engaging Library Outreach to Undeserved
Communities
A captive audience for your classes in and for your
library does not guarantee success. Engaging
participants with adult education principles fosters better
acceptance, retention, and application of ideas and
methods. Learn the benefits of...Continue reading →

The Discovery Cycle
A Model for Career Development/Change
To a large extent, moving forward in your career and
life is about learning from your experiences and
overcoming obstacles so you can strive to create the
future you want. The good news is you can learn
these skills. One model you ...Continue reading→

Siera: Learn. Teach. Inspire.
Monthly Newsletter
Subscribe Now

follow us on-line!
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